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Mathematical Thoughts (and Feelings)… 
It’s not uncommon for people believe that we are born with mathematical skills and abilities- we either have a 
‘math brain’ or not; like the result of a predetermined genetic lottery.  For some, not being mathematically inclined 
is treated in a lighthearted, almost humorous manner and, for others; the mere mention of math prompts an 
anxious response. While we ought not to question the legitimacy of the these emotions- they are after all real- it's 
important that we dig into these ideas. Math is a language. We use the numbers, symbols and processes of 
mathematics to make sense of, and communicate about our world. From the earliest age we perceive space and 
quantities and use language to make sense of these perceptions-this is a fundamental human activity. As we grow 
older we use math to organize our lives, entertain ourselves and keep us sheltered and secure. Math allows us to 
communicate in a manner that is consistent, structured and reliable; as the noted mathematics author/educator 
John Van de Walle once stated, “math makes sense.”  Because math is a language that makes sense it actually is 
something that all of us can learn. It’s important to note  that we don’t learn a language only through osmosis or 
discovery- or by being compelled to memorize the ‘rules’ of a language. We learn language when we are immersed 
in real settings where it is used by others with whom we want to connect and communicate and; when we have an 
guide or expert to provide us with feedback and instruction when we struggle.  Whether it is the words we speak, 
the letters we use to read and write, or, the numbers we use to count and shapes we use to create; every one of us 
can (and do) learn language. Our goal as math educators is to break down the myth of the ‘math brain’ and help 
our students see the sense of math as well as the many ways they can learn to use math to communicate; within 
and beyond our classroom walls. 

 Brian Harrison, Steve Young & Cheryl Glass 
 

Mon. Oct. 15th 
Day 3 

School Bus Safety Presentations 

Tues.  Oct. 16th 
Day 4 

Regional Cross Country Meet 

Wed. Oct. 17th 
Day 5 

 

Thurs. Oct. 18th 
Day 1 

Pizza Lunch 

Fri. Oct. 19th 
Day 2 

A reminder that Monday, October 22nd is a PA Day- no classes for students 
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Quick Hits…… 
PA Day...Parents and students are reminded that Monday, October 22nd is a scheduled PA day with no classes for 
students. Our staff will be engaged in professional learning related to our school improvement plan as well as 
gathering and analysing student assessment information in preparation for completion of student Progress 
Reports. 
 
EDSBY...Schools across the YRDSB have adopted a web-based platform called  EDSBY  to support our safe arrival 
and attendance process and support parent school communication. EDSBY also is configured to schedule our 
Parent Teacher Conferences this November. Look for an information email on how to book Parent Teacher 
Conferences using EDSBY later on this month. 
 
Bus Information...Parents and families are reminded that updated bus information (including late bus notifications 
and student transportation eligibility) are available on the Student Transportation Services website: 
www.schoolbuscity.com 
 
Halloween...As the end of the month approaches and Halloween creeps up on the horizon we would like to 
address an issue that relates directly to the well being and safety of our students. We remind parents that we have 
children as young as three years old in our school and expect that any costumes that are worn at school will not 
portray characters that are too violent, frightening or have replica weapons. We also respect the cultural practices 
of all our families and wish to note that these considerations will be included as decisions are made about 
classroom celebrations. Additionally, in order to ensure that our students are safe from any allergy or food-based 
concerns we expect that families will work with our classroom teachers to address the issue of food items for class 
celebrations.  
 
 

Council Corner…… 
  
Fall Fundraiser...We are excited to partner with Old Homestead Orchard and Holtrop Farms to offer apple and 
pumpkin sales to our Black River families. A reminder that orders are due by Wednesday, October 17th with pick 
up scheduled for October 25th and 26th. 
 
Booster Juice Sales... Our first round of Booster Juice sales was a great success! As a result, we will continue to 
offer three smoothie blends  for order in two different sizes. They will be delivered every other Wednesday by 
morning recess, to allow for a healthy morning snack. Please login to your Lunchbox Orders to place your order- 
the order deadline for the next round is this Monday, Oct. 22nd. 
 
November Family Photos...This November, your Black River School Council is happy to provide our families with a 
cost-effective family photo option hosted at the school! Look for details on the date and ordering options later on 
this month. 
  
Council Updates and information...Please follow our  Black River School Council  Facebook Page  for current 
information on what we are planning and what is happening in the school.  
 
 

Please remember to check our school website calendar for dates and details on school events. 
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